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No... this is not a temporal causality loop... these are the
same announcements from last month. They’re still fresh!

I’ve been reporting that Barnes and Noble would no
longer be continuing their community outreach initiative. In
fact, we attended the October Business meeting there with
every intention of moving the meetings back to the Hoover
Library. As fate would have it, Barnes and Noble represen-
tatives were in attendance at the October meeting, and did
a very good job of convincing us that we were welcome,
and wanted. As a result, the group present unanimously
agreed to remain with Barnes and Noble.

If you don’t attend the Region 02 IRC chats, you proba-
bly haven’t heard that our own Commodore Pete Mohney
has decided that two terms in the RC’s office is plenty. He
has announced that he will step down from the Regional
Coordinator position at the end of the 2003 Region 02
Summit, continuing a tradition begun with Kelly Hilliard’s
retirement. Pete has done an enormous amount of good
for the Region, and it will be difficult to imagine the Region
under the helm of anyone else. 

Related to this announcement is the decision that I have
decided to run for the position of Regional Coordinator for
Region 02. Much like Hephaestus CO, I never much
thought about holding the position because a good friend
of mine was holding it. With Pete not interested in continu-
ing, there’s no reason for me to hold back trying. So, look
for more information in the future regarding this.

Lastly is the annual Christmas Party, to be held
December 15, at 7:00. Bring yourself, a friend, sug-
arplums, whatever! Don’t forget to bring a small, wrapped
gift for the Ferengi Christmas Swap! If two people come,
bring two...  if three come, bring three... if twenty come,
well... bring the jaws of life to squeeze us out of the house!
Seriously, this is a lot of fun each year, and we always get
a kick out of the gift swaps. So be there... period... That’s
an order!

If you have an e-mail address, and you aren’t receiving

e-mail from me, then make sure I have it. Send it to me at
TrekNoid@aol.com, and I’ll add you to the Hephaestus
mailing list. This has become a very convenient way to
keep everyone in touch for last-minute items (like the
Voyager farewell party I referenced above). Members and
Subscribers alike are welcome.  Hopefully, you’ve had a
chance to see the new layout for the Anvils. I’d like to hear
from you if you love the new format, or if you hate the new
format.  Either way, I’d love to hear from you.

Another reminder here for all of you to contribute to the
Anvil. It doesn’t 

have to be anything major... do a book review... or a
movie review... or write a 

poem or a story... Whatever you want, please send it in!
or e-mail it to Dennis Evans at anvil2004@home.com.

One final thought before I leave you for a month. If you
any ideas that you’d like to see the club do, please don’t
be shy! Call me, write me, e-mail me, send smoke sig-
nals... just get in touch somehow. Be it a charity event, a
party idea or just a desire to hang out more often. I really
look to you, as the crew, to steer this thing. I may have my
name on the Captain’s plate, but it’s you that make the
ship run. Please let me know if there’s anything you’d like
to see us do more of.



After the success of our Movie night for Harry Potter, I
thought it might work again for the first of the Lord Of The
Rings films which opens the 19th of December.  That is a
Wednesday night. I personally have no problem with a
Wednesday night movie but some might.  Friday the 21st
has also been discussed which I have no problem with

either.  However, it does fall on
our regularly scheduled meeting
night.  If we do this there will be
no regular meeting at the Mohney
home so it is movie or nothing.
Pete as assured me that he and
Sue Ellen will go to this film.

A final decision on this film will
be made at the Business meeting
which will take place after the

publication of this newsletter.  So if your not at the busi-
ness meeting contact, myself, Pete or Danny for final info
or stay tuned to our mail list for final word.  

I have a new e-mail address it is tide323@charter.net.
Please make note of it.

Until, next time I hope everyone has a safe and joyful
holyday season.

Dennis
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Greeting,

Well, after much work I should soon be able to get the pdf versions of the
anvil up.  I recently upgraded OS and forgot to back up my fonts erasing
several which I didn’t have backed up.  It has been a real pain. 

I have a new email address, it is tide323@charter.net.  Please make note
of it.   

I am interested in getting members of our crew more involved in the Anvil.  Especially those listed in Communications.
The main thing I am interested in right now is someone to keep our convention listing up to date.  I am looking for some-
one who has internet access and is willing to put in a little time each month.  If interested please contact me at
tide323@charter.net.

It is never to early to get your articles and reports ready for the Anvil.  So get busy and get them in early.  

Dennis

The November Business meeting was held at Barnes and Noble in
Hoover. 

Commanding Officer Danny Potts was not in attendance, due to sick-
ness.  Naturally, the crew talked about him in his absence! Long-lost
member Marcia Jones was in attendance, bearing stories and gifts from
her visit to the set of “Enterprise”. The upcoming movie night and
Christmas party were discussed.  The department heads covered busi-
ness from their areas. The crew then moved on to playing Star Trek Uno
to finish the evening.

The November Social meeting was also a movie night, and the crew almost unanimously decided to attend Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone. After the movie, the crew retired to the home of the Mohneys’. The crew viewed the
new William Shatner/Leonard Nimoy DVD, “Mind Meld”, while some crew moved downstairs to send out Region 02
Summit reminders.



There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which
shows your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will
cease receiving your newsletter. I will include a renewal
reminder note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to renew.
You can, of course, renew whenever you like! It will always
extend your membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet
International membership expiration dates are known (I
have your Starfleet card with your expiration date on it).
Due to some problems with memberships not being
received, I’m going to take a closer hand in keeping up
with expirations, renewals and lost Communiques.

Member                  Expires

Ed deGruy               07/05/01

Sandra Keel             09/07/01

Sheila Benton               10/30/01

Ashley Murray               11/26/01

Pat Simmons             12/14/01

Nancy O’Shields            01/20/02

Danny, Denby and Matthew Potts      02/12/02    

Becky Akins             05/01/02

Mark, Pamela and Michelle Lindsay   07/16/02

Neil and Lynnette Yawn          08/13/02

Dennis Evans                09/26/02

Roy Green               10/13/02

Pete, Sue Ellen, Nick and Katrina Mohney    10/13/02
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All times, dates and locations are subject to change without notice. Please con-
tact Captain Danny Potts or any other command officer before attending meetings
if you haven’t been in touch recently.

December 3  7:00     Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

December 15 7:00     Christmas Party, Mohneys’ 

December 21 7:00     Social Meeting, Mohneys’ (FRIDAY NIGHT)

January 7   7:00     Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

January 18  7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys’ (FRIDAY NIGHT)

Previous Balance:   161.56
No changes:     0.00
New Balance:        161.56

Treasury
Report Dec 9   Michael Dorn

Dec 15  Garrett Wang
Dec 20  Nicole deBoer
Dec 24  Nicholas Meyer
Dec 25  Rick Berman
Dec 28  Nichelle Nichols
Dec 16     Danny Potts
Dec 31     Katrina Leigh Mohney
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Award winning STARFLEET History Site updated

The Official STARFLEET History Website, Version 4.0, is now up!
Thanks to the SFI Template Technology developed by Fleet Captain
Mike Wilkerson, the History site now has more of that STARFLEET
‘feel’.

Also updates included are in the Rikard Administration, Glossary,
Bibliography, oh well, just about everything has changed.  However
you can still get the same great information about your favorite fan

association that made it the winner of the 2001 STARFLEET Information Website of the Year!  And don’t forget the SFI
Historian’s Store as a link to the goodies is on the bottom of each page.

The site can still be access at:

http://www.ussblackhawk.com/SFIHistory/

or at:

http://www.interplanetary.net/blackhawk/SFIHistory/

Jeff Higdon, Site Master

Scott A. Akers, Historian Dude

Enterprise
Air Date Ep # Episode Title
Dec. 05 103  “Fight or Flight” REPEAT

Dec. 12 104  “Strange New World” REPEAT

Dec. 19 105  “Unexpected” REPEAT

Dec. 26 ???  “??????” REPEAT

Episode Title:   “Dear Doctor” 

Episode Number: ???

Synopsis/Episode Description:

This episode will see the Enterprise encountering the
planet Valakis, home to a pre-warp civilization composed
of two alien races. The planet suffers from an unknown
disease that is killing the population, and Captain Archer
quickly agrees to help find a cure. But when the aliens
also ask for the secret of warp technology he is not so
sure, and finally begins to realize the Vulcans may also
have been right in not giving humans warp technology.
The episode will also feature a romance for Dr. Phlox.

Episode Title:   “Cold Front” 

Episode Number: ???

Synopsis/Episode Description:

This episode will feature the return of the Suliban leader
Silik and his mysterious commander from the future.
Unlike in ‘Broken Bow,’ in ‘Cold Front’ Silik actually helps
Captain Archer, preventing the destruction of the
Enterprise for reasons that are never entirely revealed to
the viewer. It also turns out that one of the crew members
of the Enterprise is not who he seems to be, but is actual-
ly an agent for one of the other parties in the conflict,
sent back to the 22nd Century to stop Silik and find out
who is giving the Suliban orders. 
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Episode Title:   “Shadows of P’Jem” 

Episode Number: ???

Synopsis/Episode Description:

This episode will likely continue another story arc, name-
ly the one started in last Wednesday’s ‘The Andorian
Incident’. It is expected to feature the return of Jeffrey
Combs as Shran.

Episode Title:   “Sleeping Dogs “ 

Episode Number: ???

Synopsis/Episode Description:

Klingon warriors and Orion Whiskey will turn out to be
an unlucky combination for the crew of the NX-01 in one
of the first Enterprise episodes during next year’s February
sweeps. As it turns out, the episode will feature Captain
Archer’s third encounter with the Klingon Empire, following
‘Broken Bow’ and ‘Unexpected’. But this time, the
Enterprise won’t have to face a far stronger Bird-of-Prey.

‘Sleeping Dogs’ will see the Enterprise encountering a
Klingon Raptor-class scout ship drifting through the outer
layers of a gas giant. Archer decides to board the ship,
and discovers that all the Klingons aboard are uncon-
scious, infected by a virus. 

Archer decides to try and help the Klingons, but he is
hindered every step of the way in this by the only Klingon
who managed to avoid being infected by the virus: the
ship’s cook, a woman named Bu’kaH. She is the embodi-

ment of Klingon paranoia, deeply mistrusting Archer and
accusing him of being the one who infected the crew with
a toxin. While she is brought back to the Enterprise, she
does manage to trap Trip, Reed and Hoshi aboard the
Klingon ship before that. 

This adds an extra sense of urgency to Archer’s mission
to find a solution, as the three Enterprise crew members
begin to suffer from the virus as well, and the Raptor itself
is sinking further and further away into the gas giant. But
the three also help to uncover the reason the Klingon ship
was infected, when they discover how to play the ship’s
logs. On the monitor, they see the Klingon captain tell of a
battle the ship won at an Orion trading outpost, followed
by a recording of a victory celebration where the
Bloodwine and Orion Whiskey flowed liberally. 

This gives Phlox a clue, and he discovers that the virus
was spread through alcohol - the Klingons were deliber-
ately effected by the Orions. Phlox manages to synthesize
an antidote, and applies it to Bu’Kah, who has also begun
to fall ill. She is still suspicious of Archer, but with great
difficulty T’Pol manages to persuade her to give them the
information necessary to get the antidote to the Klingon
ship and cure the unconscious warriors. 

As the episode concludes, the now-revived Klingon cap-
tain shows his ‘gratitude’ to Archer by agreeing not to
blow the Enterprise out of space right now, but still advis-
es him to get the hell out of there before the Klingon
Birds-of-Prey arrive who have been sent to do exactly
that. As the Enterprise flies away, we move to the decon
chamber, where Trip, Reed and Hoshi are relaxing in this
clean, safe environment, and letting all the the stress from
the past few days slide off them...

Ferengi Coming to Enteprise?

The following rumor report started at AICN and it’s made
it’s way to our pages. Here’s a snippet from an article post
at SyFy Portal:

According to Hercules from Ain’t It Cool News, the
greedy race is expected to earn a mention in the episode
“Dear Doctor,” scheduled to air Jan. 30. In that episode,
Capt. Archer’s (Scott Bakula) crew picks up a ship from a
pre-warp civilization called the Valakians that had encoun-
tered some years before a warp-capable culture called
“the Ferengi.”

T’Pol (Jolene Blalock) says the Vulcans are not familiar
with this race, and since their encounter with the Ferengi,
the Valakians have been traveling more than a year at
sub-warp to catch up with other warp-capable species to
help them wipe out a disease that has affected their plan-

et.

When Archer and the Enterprise arrive at the planet, he
ends up being asked for warp technology, which he denies
them. Ironic, since he complained of Vulcans doing the
exact same thing to humans in the show’s pilot.
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Mind Meld:  A Conversation With Leonard Nimoy & William Shatner

Recently, I was contacted by a company that is doing sales and PR for William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy’s new
video, where they candidly discuss their lives, careers, experiences together, and lives since Trek.  They wanted me to
work with them to sell the video, to represent them to Region Two of Starfleet, and they promised various benefits - a
free copy of the video, press kits, photos, and so on, plus links from their web pages to ours.

I held off on promoting the video, because I wanted to see it first.  I ordered it on Friday, and it arrived on
Wednesday.

Let me tell you, I’ve only seen the first 20 minutes - it’s 80 minutes long, plus has quite a bit of additional material if
you get the DVD - and I think it’s a winner.  The two actors really dig deep into their hearts, and they tell each other
things that they have never told before.  I can’t wait to get back to it and finish watching it, as I know it’s going to be a
very enjoyable experience.

I now feel like I can promote this video with a clear conscience, having seen it and found it to be excellent.

You can check out all the details at www.williamshatner.com.  There is a page 

on it, not listed on the contents, where you can get banners to place links 

on your chapter or personal pages, if you wish.  They will place a reciprocal 

link to your page if you do.  The page with the banners is 

http://www.williamshatner.com/toolbox.shtml

I have placed a banner to it on the R2 Quartermaster page, if you’d like to see it, it is at
http://members.aol.com/region2rc.

Please check out the page, and the video - I think you’ll enjoy it every bit as much as I have!

Pete Mohney
R2 RC

Roddenberry Honored in Naming Tribute

The El Paso Independent School
District, El Paso Texas, on Tuesday
November 11, 2001 voted unanimously
to rename their school district planetari-
um “The Gene Roddenberry
Planetarium” in memory of Mr.
Roddenberry who was born in El Paso.
Plans are for a rededication ceremony to

be held in 2002 with Majel Roddenberry to attend.

For more information, contact the Roddenberry
Planetarium director, Mr.

John Peterson at 915-779-4316.
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Singer Defends “Enterprise” Theme

by Kate O’Hare

LOS ANGELES (Zap2it.com) - Fan reaction to “Where
My Heart Will Take Me,” the theme song to UPN’s
“Enterprise,” has been mixed at best, but that doesn’t
worry the man who performs it, British opera tenor Russell
Watson. 

“Isn’t that like everything in life?” he says, in a
Manchester accent that sounds a lot closer to Liverpool
than London. “Something new happens, and people aren’t
quite sure of it. But they’ll get used to it. By the time
they’ve watched the 20th episode, they’ll be thinking,
‘Well, it’s not that bad after all.’” 

A long-time “Star Trek” fan, Watson didn’t have to do too

much hard pondering when Paramount and songwriter
Diane Warren approached him. “Diane’s a fan of mine,” he
says. “She already wrote something for my second album,
and she asked if I’d like to get involved with the new ‘Star
Trek’ production. Obviously, I had to check my diary ...
not.” 

While he’s not sure whether he’ll make a cameo appear-
ance on the series, Watson may get a chance to step
aboard the latest incarnation of the starship Enterprise.
“We’re actually looking at recording a video [on the set]
and releasing the song as a single, so if there are any
Trekkies out there that really hate it, sorry, you’re going to
get it rammed down your throat for a while.” 

The song is the last track on “Encore,” the follow-up to
Watson’s very successful first album, “The Voice.”
Currently available in the U.K., it is due to be released in
the United States in February by Universal Classics/Decca.

The Vulcan Dilemma

It’s recently been debated that with the episodes pre-
sented so far on Enterprise, the Vulcans have taken a
beating, being presented as near polar opposites of the
species seen later in the twenty-third and twenty-forth
centuries. While what we have seen to date does seem to
be a flawed deconstruction of one of the beloved races in
Trek when compared to the representations we are accus-
tomed to, especially in light of last week’s “The Andorian
Incident” in which we see a group of Vulcans engaged in
activities that violate not only a treaty but established
behavior patterns, I would like to offer an explanation for
such happenings. It will be up to each one of you to
decide for yourself whether it has merits as a reasonable
analysis or is merely an attempt to rationalize the latest
continuity violations.

A quote from Jadzia regarding the Klingons comes to
mind, relating how diverse a people they are, with some
even displaying cowardice despite their reputation as
fierce warriors. I believe such a viewpoint can also be
applied to the Vulcans. Despite the accepted social behav-
ioral patterns that are common to most Vulcans, it would
be unreasonable to assume that every member of the
species embraces such rules of moral conduct. Even in
later centuries we have been shown examples of such
individuals, from Sybok and Valeris to Chu’lak in Deep
Space Nine’s “Field of Fire.” 

I think the behavior that some of the Vulcans featured in
Enterprise have displayed is in accordance with such an

outlook. Given that they seem to be a society that consid-
ers itself to be an enlightened one amidst a universe of
volatile aliens, it only stands to reason that some Vulcans
may not feel the need to apply the same customary
responses and attitudes towards other species that they
would have no problem in extending to fellow Vulcans.
Call this moral superiority, call it sheer arrogance, call it
elitism or call it simple pragmatism, but they tend to dis-
tance themselves somewhat from other species. This
reflects on a whole what we have seen in individuals: that
Vulcans are a people who highly prize their privacy. To
that end, it only makes sense to keep a wary eye on those
around them and may even at times necessitate the adop-
tion of a policy that requires them to lie to non Vulcans, if
it benefits them in the end.

However, I do feel that these instances of “un-Vulcan”
like behavior serves an even higher purpose than merely
reminding us that all species benefit from diversity. The
key is the very time frame that Enterprise is set in - over
one hundred years earlier that anything we have seen
before in a Trek series. 

In this era, not only are Humans a young race new to
the spacefaring scene, but Vulcans, too are a species that
have not yet become what we know them to be in subse-
quent centuries . They have been on their own journey,
from their violent past and loss of their Romulan brothers
to the acceptance of logic and the purging of emotions. A
species accustomed to it’s privacy.

I feel that the conflicts set up in Enterprise, between
Humans and Vulcans, between Vulcans and Andorians and
possibly even between Humans and Andorians at some
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point, help to illustrate one of the core philosophies that
the late Gene Roddenberry wanted to impart: that
strength comes through diversity, that differences should
be a source of strength for the whole and not a reason to
divide. That people who may be considered an opponent
one day, will be a trusted ally the next.

We know that the United Federation of Planets evolves
into a wonderful and peaceful society, with a high stan-
dard of living for it’s citizens. To fully appreciate the
accomplishment that the Federation represents, it’s neces-
sary for us to see what preceded it. To view the early days

of mistrust. To follow the initial steps of mankind into the
galaxy. To see not only Humans, but Vulcans, Andorians
and others work past their differences to forge an alliance
that benefits all. Once the pains and struggles have been
shown, and the progress by all made clear, then we can
fully understand the journeys made by not only Humans ,
but their Vulcan comrades as well. To that end, I think it’s
only fitting that the earlier Vulcans seen on Enterprise are
not showcased as the perfect people we are accustomed
to seeing. They, too are a diverse people capable of great
things, as well as great mistakes. 

Enterprise to Carry Trek Film Franchise After ‘Nemesis’?

On Monday, I was doing my job while Mr. Rick Berman and Mr. Brannon Braga
(The Executive Producers of ENTERPRISE) were discussing the upcoming movie,
“Star Trek:Nemesis” over lunch on the set. Mr.Berman mentioned that a “Deep
Space Nine or Voyager movie was out of the question,” and that they would have
to wait and see how ENTERPRISE turns out for future star trek movies.”

He did mention that if “Star Trek:Nemesis” lives up to the studios expectations,
the actors will be approached for another TNG movie (The TNG Cast).

Mr. Braga went on to say that the franchise is basically riding on “ENTERPRISE.” At this point, I interjected and said
“Then this franchise is going to be around for awhile.”

Goldsmith to Score Trek X / Casting / Budget

Cinematographer Dante Spinotti has indeed committed to the direc-
tor of photography role for the upcoming tenth TREK feature, slated
to go before cameras either next week or the week after (conjecture
due to recent comments by Patrick Stewart listing the 19th rather
than the 28th as the first day of shooting). Spinotti’s work includes
L.A. CONFIDENTIAL, THE INSIDER, THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS,
HEAT, and 2001’s BANDITS. This marks somewhat of a departure for
the franchise as the last two TREK features have been photographed
by Matthew F. Leonetti.

The composing job will once again fall to TREK veteran Jerry
Goldsmith.

Casting for the villain ‘Shinzon’ is still underway, with the process
narrowed to several choices at this point. With the character’s scenes
not slated to begin production until January, the casting decision
should be expected within several weeks.

As of a few weeks ago, the budget for the tenth film, currently titled
NEMESIS, stood at $80 million.

Keep in mind none of the above has as of yet been confirmed by
Paramount.
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Mulgrew Confirmed for ‘Nemesis’ Cameo / Data’s New Look

Appearing at the Philadelphia Slanted Fedora convention, Mulgrew told
the audience that she would be “ordering Picard around” in the film. The
actress added that her part would require four days of shooting.

In addition to Mulgrew, Gates McFadden said that there was one more
cameo in the film, though she remained tight-lipped about what it would
be. This could possibly be Whoopi Goldberg reprising her role as Guinan;
LeVar Burton (Geordi La Forge) stated in September that she had been
asked to appear in the film.

Data is also set to get a makeover; Brent Spiner was unable to attend
the convention because he was working on a new look for the android
towards the end of the film. Finally, McFadden said that ‘Nemesis’ would

begin shooting at Palmdale today (11/19) - she had a 4 a.m. call.

Tom Hardy Cast as ‘Nemesis’ Villain?

Sources for the Trekweb fansite say that actor Tom
Hardy has been cast to play the role of the Romulan
bad guy, ‘Shinzon’, in the tenth Trek feature, ‘Nemesis’.
Here’s a snippet from the Trekweb report:

TrekWeb has learned from sources inside Paramount
Pictures that British actor Tom Hardy has been select-
ed to play the latest foil for Captain Picard and crew,
the mysterious villain ‘Shinzon’. While Hardy’s casting
is not yet finalized and negotiations are still underway.
Hardy, at 5’11” with blue green eyes and brown hair,
is seemingly suitable to play the young clone of
Picard, Shinzon, who resents his upbringing on the
Romulan slave world-Remus-and hatches a plan to
destroy his elder alter ego and the Federation.

Hardy is just coming off a role in Ridley Scott’s pic-
ture BLACK HAWK DOWN, playing ‘Lance Twombly’ in
the film adapted from author Mark Bowden’s book
BLACK HAWK DOWN: A STORY OF MODERN WAR-
FARE, opening in limited release in New York and L.A.
December 28th and wide release January 18th. Hardy
was also in the critically-acclaimed HBO mini-series
BAND OF BROTHERS, playing ‘Janovec’; he played a
character named ‘Straw’ in director Paul McGuigan’s
2001 film MORALITY PLAY, starring among others,
Willem Dafoe, and acted as ‘Pascal Dupont’ in Martin
Huberty’s SIMON.
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San Jose Con Report - Gate McFadden

The beautiful redhead, sporting a black leather jacket,
seemed more in step with her real life role as mom than as
Star Trek Nemesis’s chief medical officer. McFadden reflect-
ed on how she might play her character’s relationship with
Wesley Crusher different now, than she did those years
ago. “I would have loved to develop the mother aspect of
Beverly more.” When asked about how she got along with
Will Wheaton, she did not hesitate, “Will Wheaton is great!”
she blurted out.

She told the crowd that the tenth Trek feature is set to
start shooting on November 17th. “We’ve been doing uni-
form fittings and it’s like, ‘well... going to have to let this
uniform out a little bit.’” joking about the passage of time.
McFadden was very positive about the upcoming shoot. “I
think it’s a better script than Insurrection.”

Wil Wheaton to Appear in ‘Nemesis’

“Last week, on Friday, my agent called me to let me know
that there was an offer from Paramount to reprise the role
of Wesley Crusher in Star Trek X. We just needed to work
out the details.” 

Wheaton says Rick Berman was “very pleased” to have him
back for what will amount to a cameo appearance. I am
really excited about this for three reasons:

I am going to get to work with my friends again.

Wesley Crusher will have some real closure, finally.

For the last 5 years, at least, everywhere I go, fans ask me
if I’m going to be in a movie, and what happened to Wesley,
and I can honestly say that I’m doing this for the fans,
because it will be so damn cool to see all of us together
again.

Remember that all Hephaestus members can earn membership time by
bringing their recyclables to meetings!  Please bring in your plastic, glass,
aluminum cans, office paper, newspaper, magazines, and telephone
books. 

Please
Recycle



Listings are updated regularly, but we cannot
guarantee they are up to date.  Please let us
know if you find any other local sources; if you
buy from these sources, please mention where
you read about them !  TOS = The Original
Series, TNG = The Next Generation, DS9 = Deep
Space Nine.  Props include phasers, tricorders,
and so on. 

Costume Creations, TNG shirts, TOS shirts; special order only, don’t carry in regular stock; 822-7113; Vestavia. 

Costumes of Leeds, TNG jumpsuit, TOS shirts, TNG shirts, small stock kept but can order, 699-6001, Leeds. 

Alan’s Party Plus, TNG shirts and jumpsuits, Klingon and Ferengi masks, 987-2386, Hoover 

Paper Works Outlet, Can order: TNG shirt, costumes for Odo, Quark, Kira, Dax; Klingon heads, DS9 shirts, TOS shirts.
324-2117, Downtown. 

CATALOGS AND OUT-OF-TOWN SOURCES 

Starflight Enterprises, PO Box 1338, Sault Ste. Marie, MI 49783, phone (906) 635-0303; TOS and TNG costumes and
special costumes; also has models, blueprints, books, patches and pins, etc. 

Starpost Enterprises, PO Box 3002, Bridgeton MO 63044; phone (314) 298-7374.  TNG and TOS costumes, pins and
pips; also props (weapons and etc.). 

Orion Traders, PO Box 611, Fair Oaks, CA 95628; call (916) 966-SHIP. TNG and TOS costumes, props and pins. 

Trek Classic, PO Box 671, Lilburn, GA 30226.  Props, resin kits, Klingon knives. 

Lightspeed Enterprises, PO Box 75, Cooper Station New York, NY 10276. DS9, TNG, Dax, Kira, Quark, Odo cos-
tumes; LaForge mask; Klingon and Ferengi makeup kits; Cardassian and Borg masks; assorted makeup items; Bajoran
earrings; TOS shirt and dress; TNG shirt.  1-800-548-3773. http://www.buyit.com/lightspeed, email: litespdent@aol.com
or litespd@ix.netcom.com 

800-Trekker, P.O. Box 13131, Reading PA 19612-3131.  24 hour Sci-Fi collectibles hotline 1-800-TREKKER.  Call for a
free catalog.
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The USS Jubilee offers deluxe quality Starfleet uniforms licensed by Paramount from all four Star Trek TV series, all col-
ors and sizes for about 33% off the normal retail price.  That excludes shipping, as well as a $6 service charge for any
order totaling less than $80; it also excludes sales taxes, which are applicable if delivery is to an Alabama address (high-
er still, if inside Mobile County).
Now for the available items and their prices for the year 2000 (orders totaling $80 or more):

MEMBER PRICES

SERIES  ITEM SIZE COLOR (Mob.) (Ala.) (non-Ala.)
TOS      Adult Shirt    S,M,L,X  Red,Gold,Blue  23.83    22.89       22.13
TOS      Adult Shirt    2X,3X    Red,Gold,Blue  28.98    27.79       26.85
TOS      Adult Dress    S,M,L    Red,Gold,Blue  25.30    24.29       23.48
TNG      Adult Shirt    S,M,L,X Burg,Gold,Teal 40.00    38.32       36.97
TNG      Adult Shirt    2X,3X    Burg,Gold,Teal 47.35    45.33       43.71
TNG      Ladies Jmpsuit S,M,L    Burg,Gold,Teal 47.35    45.33       43.71
TNG      Childs Jmpsuit S,M,L    Burg,Gold,Teal 25.30    24.29       23.48
DS9      Adult Shirt    S,M,LÂ¹   Burg,Gold,Teal 41.47    39.71       38.31
DS9      Adult Shirt    2X,3XÂ²   Burg,Gold,Teal 47.35    45.33       43.71
DS9      Ladies Jmpsuit S,M,L    Burg,Gold,Teal 47.35    45.33       43.71
DS9      Childs Jmpsuit S,M,LÂ²   Burg,Gold,Teal 26.77    25.69       24.83
VOY      Adult Shirt    S,M,L,XÂ² Burg,Gold,Teal 40.00    38.32       36.97
VOY      Adult Shirt    2X,3XÂ²   Burg,Gold,Teal 47.35    45.33       43.71
VOY      Ladies Jmpsuit S,M,LÂ²   Burg,Gold,Teal 47.35    45.33       43.71
VOY      Childs Jmpsuit S,M,LÂ²   Burg,Gold,Teal 26.77    25.69       24.83

All prices are F.O.B. Mobile.  Insurance, if desired, is additional at prevailing US Postal Service rates:
Coverage through     Fee
$50           $0.85
$100           $1.80
$200           $2.75

Adult DS9 uniform has gray quilted shoulders, colored dickie and matching cuff stripe.
Child’s DS9 jumpsuit and adult DS9 2X-3X shirt are identical to VOY style uniforms (colored shoulders, purple-gray dick-
ie).
All TNG, DS9, & VOY uniforms include metal pips.  Adult TNG, DS9, & VOY uniforms include a detachable plastic non-
functioning communicator pin; all children’s uniforms come bearing a silk-screened communicator emblem only.  All DS9
and VOY uniforms also include a dickie.
If you don’t see what you want in the above list, ask us.  We may be able to get it for you at similar discounts.

Please place your order with us, either
a.  in writing to:
USS Jubilee
P.O. Box 66606
Mobile, AL  36660-1606

or

b.  via e-mail directly to: AdmiralR@aol.com

When we receive your check or money order (no credit or debit cards), made payable in US funds to “USS Jubilee” at
the above mailing address, we will confirm and process your order.  You may normally expect to receive items that are in
stock within 1-2 weeks of our receipt of your full payment.  If you need items sooner, you should expect to pay more for
expedited delivery.
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2002 CONVENTIONS

CHATTACON XXVII: January 18-20, 2002, Clarion Hotel,
Chattanooga, Tn.  Guest: Melanie Rawn, Robert Daniels,
Jack McDevitt, Charles Grant, Robert Gerskin.  Events:
Art Show, Dealers Room, Gaming, Hospitality Suite.
Rates: $30 until December 31st, 2001, and $40 at the
door.  Contact Information: email info@chattacon.org or

registration@chattacon.org.  Or via mail; Chattacon 27, PO Box 23908, Chattanooga, TN 37422-
3908. Visit our web site at: www.chattacon.org.

Vulcon, Atlanta: Atlanta Ga. May 24-26, 2002. Guest: Marina Sirtis, Barry Morse.  For more info
visit the Vulcon Web site at: vulcon.com.

DEEPSOUTHCON 40: June 14th-16th, 2002.  Huntsville Hilton, Huntsville Alabama.  Guest: Alan
Rich, Bob Eggleston, Nicki and Rich Lynch, Connie Willis.  For more info check there web site at
www.con-stellation.org/dsc40, or email at dsc40@con-stellation.org, or write (include a self
addressed stamped envelope) to DeepSouthCon 40, P.O. Box 4857, Huntsville Al. 35815-4857.

LibertyCon: July 26-28, 2002.  Chattanooga, TN.  Guest: S. M. Stirling, Larry Elmore, John Ringo,
Darryl Elliot.  Hotel: Ramada Inn South, I-75 at East Ridge, Tennessee Exit #1, East Ridge, Tn.,
37412.  Ph. 423-894-6110.  For more info visit there web site at www.LibertyCon.org, or email them
at libertycon@libertycon.org or write LibertyCon 15, P.O. Box 695, Hixon, Tn. 37343-0695.


